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Drawing Dashboard Design Ideas from Two Active 
KB Communities in Singapore

Key Focus: Idea-development 
Design Features:  KB Stories

(2 case studies)



Case Study 1: Student Knowledge Building Design Studio: Group View; Community views; Analytic View

1. Students working with 
multimodal ideas to tackle 

the Design challenge

2. Visuals to support 
idea improvement

3. Design to 
support emerging 

groups



Creating a Connected 
Space Between 
Teachers and Students 
at the Design Studio
At KBDS2020,  teachers worked in a 
community space parallel to that of the 
students. They observed, reflect, and posted 
notes on Knowledge Forum as they watched 
the students engaged in their own KB.

We observed that the active way in which 
they saw the KB story unfolded was reflected 
in their reflection. 

Teachers’ View 
showing discourse 

and use of analytics in 
KF

KBDS 2020

“A new or unexpected connection might be - in the end, the 
success criteria or learning outcome we should be achieving for 
is not whether they have learnt X,Y,Z but whether or not they 
became active, reflective learners. -     

"if we can get students to find a problem they can really see 
value in or are curious to solve or understand, that woud be the 
type of inquiry driven approach that would promote knowledge 
building." ("Go beyond conceptual understanding towards 
generalisations" by Samuel tan)
,"all subjects should allow for students' curiousity, invention and 
ownership of learning" ...



Research-student Space: Metadiscourse & Playable Analytics

We saw the other group also talking lots 
about plastic- plastic is not just a small 
problem that everyone can ignore, instead 
we should carry out the different ideas of 
actions to put a stop to damaging the planet   
-     " ("reflection :D" by Rowena)

Students continued to engage in conversation 
about on the analytics in their small group - 
figuring out promising ideas.



Case Study 2: KBC Across 2 Pre-Schools 

Face to face meeting: 
Teachers shared their students’ ideas 
and development of their KB lessons 
(KB stories) during the meeting. Online (Zoom) meeting:

Teachers shared students’ ideas and KB stories on Knowledge Forum 
during the online Knowledge Building Community meeting, they then 
discussed subsequent lessons. 

The children were presented with 
three problems for them to 
discuss and pen their thoughts.



 Big Idea Curriculum Map 

Teachers work 
together to 
build up ideas 
and resources 
to support 
their KB 
teaching 
practice.

Design KF view to engage teachers in a 
collective effort to build lesson ideas

Activity- Examine chicken bones-

KB principles - Real and authentic ideas- children can 
observe the individual bones that comprise a chicken’s 
skeleton and compare them with what they may know 
about other skeletal systems

Big question/ big ideas-
How does it help to protect our other organs?
How is one part of our bone connected to another?



Capturing idea development across lessons

Students were interested in 
finding out about each 
other’s homes.

They used Google Earth to 
share the surroundings 
around their houses and 
school.

“students had a discussion on how they would 
improve two ocean cleaning machines. 

They thought about how the improved design will be 
useful in collecting trash specifically in Singapore”



KF - Reflection

Teachers 
constantly reflect 
on their teaching 
and alignment 
with Knowledge 
Building 
principles.

How have I created opportunities for children to share their 
knowledge and ideas during this time of social distancing?
One successful attempt would be the creation of a mindmap… and 
other methods would be the use of the google docs where children 
and their parents had taken time to upload their project.

What else can I do to facilitate sharing?
I believe I can try the KB circle. The role that I would take would be 
an observer where I throw questions and sit back and watch the 
children engage in conversations.



Cross-school KB effort - KB stories

"did the lesson use ideas that are real 
and authentic to the students? - The 
children shared their experiences 
based on the experiment conducted. -             
were there many different ideas 
shared? - children were given the 
freedom to talk about any of the 
following areas: 1. what i liked 2. what i 
disliked 3. what could be done better 4. 
what was interesting-     " ("Lesson 8 
(KB TALK)" by Vicky



Layer 1: Metaspace concept

Level 1: Meta-space  consisting of highlights of knowledge building 
Stories from classrooms, will be open to  network teachers and 
other communities. 

Level 2: Meta-space also includes links to selected databases for 
analysis (Learning analytics) 



Prototype Metaspace for Knowledge Building and 
Teacher Professional Development

What is this meta-space? 
� A prototype design space that provides a meta-view of knowledge building design work across different 

databases and teacher communities in Singapore, Shenzhen and Hong Kong.  

Why design this meta-space?
� To  support teacher PD and cross-community interaction for knowledge building connecting researchers, 

practitioners, and other stakeholders in a community space for advances in research, design and practice. 

How this meta-space may work? 
� Highlight design work using teacher stories, classroom artefacts and analytic tools to support teacher inquiry 

and knowledge building practice.   

� Highlight researchers’ analytic work in support of teacher designs and collective progress within and across 
communities. 

� Enactment and interactive designs in cross-community teacher meetings. 



Feature 4 (level 2): 
Tiered permission 
based on IRB 
application of this 
pilot project. There 
will be a link to 
access actual KF 
database; CSV 
files.

Feature 3: Workspace in which 
(Recognised) Researcher who has 
access to the full database can generate 
analysis and multiple perspective about 
the impact of the design.

Feature 2: Workspace for 
practitioners seeking clarification 
on purpose of design

Feature 1: Teacher stories that 
highlight key designs of KB lessons.



Teacher stories:
Grade Eleven-Art and Design (Hong Kong)

Grade Eleven Biology-Photosynthesis (Singapore)
Grade Five Science-Sink or Float (Shenzhen)

Grade Five Chinese-汉字字形的魅力 (Shenzhen)

Meta-Talk in ClassroomLearning Analytics to Support Meta-Talk
Word cloud, Scaffolds Tracker, and Ideas Building



Layer 2: Dashboard using open-source libraries and one-time data from pre-school teachers’ views

HighCharts of activities/ 
contributions (Intra and 

inter-communities)

Scrolling banner of highly-used keywords within and across classrooms:
‘keyword1’, ‘keyword2’, ‘keyword3’

Example of 
graphics for novel 
word usage (*new 
ideas in KB stories)

Emerging needs 
1. I need to 

understand
2. This theory 

cannot explain

+Author Profile
+Teacher’s role 
temporal trend 
+List of 
parental 
involvement

Social network of teacher’s Interactions to aid practice
(*how their KB stories connect)

Revolving display 
of attachments 

with captions/tags

Growing mind map of topics 
(big idea curriculum map & teachers’ 

ideas)
Targeted inputs 
from KBC and 

Teachers’ 
interviews 

(manual inputs)


